PRODUCTIVITY APPS
WORKSHEET APPS
Name

Price

Description

Mark Up in iOS

Free

SnapType/Pro

Free or $4.99

iAnnotate*

$9.99

Noteshelf 2*

$9.99

Edit photo via MARKUP. Can annotate, use signature or magnify. Shares
as an image but can move to other apps for PDF.
Simple annotation app that takes a photo of a worksheet and uses a
marker or text to complete. Can print, share or create folders.
Complex annotation app that features custom toolbars, including stamps.
Can print or share, create blank PDFs or folders.
Multi-purpose app that annotates, takes notes, records audio and creates
documents or journals. Organizes to folders and in an iBooks layout.

OCR (Optimal Character Recognition) APPS
APPAPApps
ClaroPDF/Pro

Free or $9.99

Prizmo Go/
Pro Scanner*
Lectio*

Free/$9.99
$4.99

PDF viewer, reader and annotator that highlights as it reads. Can tap to
speak or pause. Complete a worksheet and have it read to you.
Instant text OCR, does not save but can copy/paste into other apps.
Works well with VoiceOver; multiple languages options.
Instant text OCR or spot reader. Words become yellow buttons. Tap
button to read but not continuous. Hold button for definition.

WRITING APPS
Co:Writer*

$34.99

Create documents; features include word prediction, text-to-speech,
contrast/enlarged font and topic dictionaries.

ModMath*

Free or $4.99

Mathway

Free

Photomath
MyScript
Calculator

Free
Free

Complete math problems on virtual graph paper, helps with organization
and legibility. Allows right to left movement. Good for “showing work.”
Upgraded version can import photos of problems or worksheets.
Algebra problem solver; can upgrade to paid monthly subscription for
step-by-step instruction or online tutoring.
Camera calculator, provides animated steps and detailed instructions
Handwriting calculator that converts writing to text, can turn auto
calculation on/off. Motivating and good for checking work.

MATH APPS

JOURNALING APPS
My Wonderful
Days*

Free or $2.99

Daily journal app, can include photos or videos, can print or share.

NOTE-TAKING APPS
AudioNote/2

Free
$5.99 Google
$12.99
App Store

Records lectures; can take notes, highlight, draw and insert photos.
Timestamps for easy playback, highlighting notes.
iPad version allows you to import and take notes directly on PDF
documents.

*Available on App Store Only
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PRODUCTIVITY APPS Continued
CALENDAR APPS
Choiceworks*

$6.99

Choiceworks
Calendar*
iOS Calendar

$4.99
Free

Visual scheduling that provides structure and predictability.
Options include a visual timer or use own pictures and voice.
Addresses waiting, emotions and turn taking.
Visual scheduling, full-featured calendar for days/weeks/months.
Broader abstract range of time that assists with organization and routine.
Preset subjects, use as an assignment notebook or to-do list,
set timers or alerts. Can share with others.
Useful for social cues, organization and executive function.

KEYBOARD APPS
SuperKeys*

$12.99

Third party keyboard, groups keys in clusters for easy access and view.
Can change appearance of keys and create custom shortcuts.
Swipe settings features.

Free
Free/$4.99

Read books, textbooks, PDF files; many accessibility features.
Create interactive books, photo books, study guides, textbooks;
works with iBooks.
Use own photos and voice to bring book reports to life,
creative and imaginative play.

BOOK APPS
iBooks*
Book Creator
One/Book Creator

Puppet Pals HD/2

Free/$5.99

FLASHCARD APPS
Quizlet
Flashcards+*

Free
Free

Study tool, create flashcards or choose from created sets.
Make your own flashcards or download sets, can add images.

Free/$4.99

Brainstorm visually and generate ideas. Create boards and plan projects.

Clips*

Free

iMovie*

Free

Create and share videos; add text, graphics and other effects.
Ideal for short videos and social media.
Create trailers and movies, more extensive than Clips.
Useful for social stories or presentations.

GRAPHIC ORGANIZER/
MIND MAPPING APPS
Popplet*

VIDEO APPS

AUDIO APPS
GarageBand*

Free

Create custom music or voice over for presentations.

*Available in App Store Only
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